
Solutions, 28 May 2009, Part 2

(1a)

Let α and β denote the vectors of row and column effects, respectively. An
exponential family representation of the model is seen from the likelihood,

L(α, β; {yij}) ∝
∏
i,j

(Nijαiβj)yije−
P

i,j Nijαiβj (12.10)

or, with yi. and y.j denoting the row and columns sums, respectively, and
ψ = log α, λ = log β:

L(ψ, λ; {yij}) ∝ eψiyi.+λjy.j−
P

i,j Nijeψi+λj
, (12.11)

This is clearly an exponential family with the row and column sums forming
its canonical statistic. However, not all of these sums are needed, because
the sum of the row sums and the sum of the column sums are the same,
reducing the dimension from r + s to r + s − 1. This corresponds to the
lack of identifiability of α and β (any scaling factor may be moved from α
to β, or vice versa). To achieve uniqueness, we may for example exclude
the first row sum y1., which corresponds to letting ψ1 = 0, i.e. α1 = 1,.
The canonical parameter vector then consists of the r + s − 1 components
y2., . . . . , yr., y.1, . . . , y.s.

(1b)

From general theory for exponential families we know that the likelihood
equations are

yi. = E(yi.) = αi

∑
j

Nijβj , i = 2, . . . , r (12.12)

y.j = E(y.j) = βj

∑
i

Nijαi, j = 1, . . . , s (12.13)

or use α = eψ, β = eλ, if preferable. All these equation involve both α and
β. However, by inserting βj = y.j/

∑
i Nij from (12.13) in (12.12) we obtain

a system of equations for the α-parameters only, with β eliminated. In an
analogous way we construct a system of equations for β not involving α.
This elimination procedure suggests also an iteration algorithm for solving
the likelihood equations. Using a starting value for α, calculate β from
(12.13), and insert in (12.12) to get an updated α, to insert in (12.13), etc.

(1c)

For the canonical parameter (ψ and λ) the information matrix (observed
and expected) is the variance–covariance matrix for the canonical statis-
tic. On the diagonal are the variances of y2., . . . . , yr., y.1, . . . , y.s, which are
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V ar(yi.) =
∑

j Nijαiβj and V ar(y.j) =
∑

i Nijαiβj . Covariances between
different row sums are zero, Cov(yi1., yi2.) = 0, and analogously for different
column sums, whereas Cov(yi., y.j) = V ar(yij) = Nijαiβj .

(2a)

The marginal distribution for the column sum y.j is Po(
∑

i Nijαiβj), and
the columns are mutually independent, so their joint ´´density” (probability
function) is

f({y.j}; α, β) ∝
∏
j

(
∑

i

Nijαiβj)y.j e
P

j

P
i Nijαiβj (12.14)

The conditional distribution of the data matrix given these column sums is
then

f({yij}|{y.j}) = f({yij})/f({y.j}) ∝
∏
j

∏
i(Nijαi)yij

(
∑

i Nijαi)y.j
(12.15)

This corresponds to a multinomial distribution for each column, with the
column sum representing the number of trials, and with the cell probabilities
differing between columns. Note that the conditional distribution is free
of β (or λ). This also follows from the general result Proposition 3.8 for
conditioning on part of the canonical statistic in an exponential family. In
(12.15), the denominator is the new, conditional norming constant, that
yields conditional means and other moments in the conditional model. Thus
we can restrict attention to the conditional distribution likelihood for an
inference about α (or ψ) free from nuisance parameters. However, it is
desirable that we do not lose any information about α in this way. Note that
the marginal distribution in (12.14) also involves α. However, and this is the
crucial argument, each observed column sum y.j only provides information
about its Poisson parameter β∗j = βj

∑
i Nijαi. When βj is a completely

unknown parameter, this is also true for β∗j , and we may use the latter as
nuisance parameters instead of βj (or λj). Thus, the only information about
α is in the conditional distribution likelihood represented by (12.15). We
can make this even more convincing by noting that α and β∗ are variation
independent (all taking arbitrary values in R+, except α1 = 1).

(2b)

A mixed parametrization combines the canonical ψ with the mean values of
the canonical statistics y.j , These mean values were found in (2a) above to
be β∗j , so we have precisely the parameterization arrived at in (2a) above.
Variation independence follows as a general result for mixed parametriza-
tions. Thus we have an example of likelihood orthogonality in α and β∗,
or more specifically an example of a cut, where the column sums y.j are
S-ancillary for inference about α (or ψ).
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(2c)

The log-likelihood for ψ corresponding to the conditional distribution (12.15)
takes the form

log L(ψ; {yij}|{y.j}) =
∑

i

ψiyi. −
∑

j

y.j log

(∑
i

Nije
ψi

)
.

The likelihood equations are generally obtained by equating the row sums
to their mean values, as in (1b), but now the means values are the condi-
tional mean values, given the column sums y.j . These mean values follow
from the multinomial distribution interpretation of (12.15), but may also be
calculated directly by differentiation of the conditional log-likelihood:

Ui(ψ; {yij}|{y.j}) = yi. −
∑

j

y.j
Nijαi∑
i Nijαi

.

It is not difficult to see that this yields equations for α that are the same as
the equations for α after elimination of β as discussed in (1c). The result
should not be surprising, in consideration of the likelihood factorization
discussed above.

(3a)

Under H0 : αi = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , r, the likelihood takes the form

L(β1, . . . ,βs) ∝
∏
i,j

(
(Nijβj)yij e−Nijβj

)
∝ e

P
j(λjy.j−N.jβj) ,

corresponding to the fact that the y.j are independent and Po(N.jβj)-distributed
under H0. Thus the canonical statistic consists of the column sums y.j , and
in the likelihood equations they should equal their expected values,

y.j = N.jβj ⇒ β̂j = y.j/N.j .

These are the ML estimates of β under H0. The corresponding estimates of
the canonical parameters are λ̂j = exp(β̂j).

(3b)

For the score test statistic we need the score vector for the model in Problem
1, or at least the ψ-part of it, Uψ(θ̂0) in the notations of (A.33). In canonical
parametrization the score vector consists of components yi. − E(yi.), i =
2, . . . , r, and y.j −E(y.j), j = 1, . . . , s, see Problem 1, with the MLEs under
H0 inserted in the expected values. The column sum components of the score
vector vanish because the MLE under H0 was defined by y.j − E(y.j) = 0,
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see (3a) above. Inserting these MLEs also in E(yi.) (together with αi = 1),
we get the row sum components as

yi. −
∑

j

Nij(y.j/N.j) = yi. −
∑

j

(Nij/N.j)y.j .

The equation for i = 1 should not be used, if we want a nonsingular (full
rank) information matrix, because the row sum components sum to zero
over all i (from 1 to r), cf. Problem 1.

The information matrix for the full model is not diagonal, as we saw
in Problem (1c), and without using some tricks, it is not easy to derive its
inverse.

(3c)

The full model in Problem 1 had r + s − 1 parameters. The hypothesis
model has s parameters, corresponding to a reduction with r−1 parameters.
Equivalently we could argue that the hypothesis specifies the values of the
r − 1 parameters α2, . . . ,αr or ψ2, . . . ,ψr, H0 : αi = 1 (or ψi = log αi = 0).
Thus we should expect the large sample distribution of the score test statistic
to be χ2(r − 1). Compare with the χ2(r − 1) test of the hypothesis of a
completely specified r cells multinomial distribution.

————————————————————–
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